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I will begin this preamble with a witty humorous story of how the birth of this book had come
about !One day, I was invited to a cooking competition, involving several culinary artists and
executive Chefs, who were creating and presenting an array of amazingly appetizing dishes.
More over, I had imagined how I would have made these dishes, if I had participated.The next
day, after several fruitless searches on the Internet, and in some various reference books on the
art of preparing and presenting plates, the idea was born to begin writing this book.The theme,
how to combine culinary creations and graphic design ?I hope you will find in these pages, the
solutions to some of the epicurean food styling challenges you have encountered and to
transcend your achievements.More informations on www.visionsgourmandes.comAuthor
contact : germainphil@hotmail.com
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functional appearance Like painting a picture, designing an advertisement, decorating a room
or planning a garden, there are a number of elementary basics to know, rules to follow and tips
to use, in order to achieve elegant results.In fact, for a successful composition, there should be
little room, left to chance.In comparing, one can have a good time, finding the beautiful where it
had not been before. Often, the same rules apply in artistic compositions.Let's try to appraise all
the processes involved in achieving a beautiful presentation of a plate where we shall be able to
value the different elements that compose it.In order to do this, our attitudes must first become a
work of art !> Sources of creationIn the kitchen, dressing beautiful porcelains, is an art that
requires a lot of creativity !Few are pure creations. Generally, each new presentation is a
revamped adaptation of an existing dish, however, original concepts, plating-up presentations
are born from the imagination of creative people who invent new culinary works.Look around !
We are surrounded by pictures, images, fashion plates, decoration ideas, food presentations in
magazines, and on TV. Every time a pattern of enjoyment is developed, please try to imagine,
how you are going to connect to your inspiration and the ingredients on a plate, and what the
outcome shall be.Think about all the innovative books and cooking magazinesToday's kitchen's
trends are the artistic presentation of dishes, ever more beautiful, more and more encapturing of
the palate and more enchanting visually.We have a tendency to be spoiled, by choice when
viewing or watching and re-composing the plates of our greatest Culinary Art leaders. This
inspiration is rich in ideal dressings for replicating at home.This is certainly an excellent and
practical way to begin to stimulate our imaginations.Search the web !The Internet is also a real
gold mine for inspirational prowess and to view the styles of well known chefs. Thousands of
blogs provide an inexhaustible source of advice.Finally, the website "VisionsGourmandes.com"
will allow you to share your experiences.Never hesitate to take notes and make sketches. This
will enable you to enhance your reflective creative flow, to think and create new presentations...
You will become a pro culinary style. > The creative processAll culinary presentations start with
a creative process, as in an artistic advertising agency. In fact, it defines the starting points by
asking a number of questions.Like any artist, the first important thing is to think of the project at
hand. Of course, our starting point is to give life to the recipe that we will serve our guests.How
to translate this recipe on the plate ?How to translate this recipe on the plate ?Is it a stew or fish,
grilled meat or a dish with sauce ?What will be the accompanying collaborative toppings ?What
particular theme shall be adopted, is it a festive meal, a romantic dinner for two, a power
business lunch or simply a family meal?What design elements should it have ?
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meal> Practical and functional appearance Like painting a picture, designing an
advertisement, decorating a room or planning a garden, there are a number of elementary
basics to know, rules to follow and tips to use, in order to achieve elegant results.In fact, for a
successful composition, there should be little room, left to chance.In comparing, one can have a
good time, finding the beautiful where it had not been before. Often, the same rules apply in
artistic compositions.Let's try to appraise all the processes involved in achieving a beautiful
presentation of a plate where we shall be able to value the different elements that compose it.In
order to do this, our attitudes must first become a work of art !> Sources of creationIn the
kitchen, dressing beautiful porcelains, is an art that requires a lot of creativity !Few are pure
creations. Generally, each new presentation is a revamped adaptation of an existing dish,
however, original concepts, plating-up presentations are born from the imagination of creative
people who invent new culinary works.Look around !We are surrounded by pictures, images,
fashion plates, decoration ideas, food presentations in magazines, and on TV. Every time a
pattern of enjoyment is developed, please try to imagine, how you are going to connect to your
inspiration and the ingredients on a plate, and what the outcome shall be.Think about all the
innovative books and cooking magazinesToday's kitchen's trends are the artistic presentation of
dishes, ever more beautiful, more and more encapturing of the palate and more enchanting
visually.We have a tendency to be spoiled, by choice when viewing or watching and re-
composing the plates of our greatest Culinary Art leaders. This inspiration is rich in ideal
dressings for replicating at home.This is certainly an excellent and practical way to begin to
stimulate our imaginations.Search the web !The Internet is also a real gold mine for inspirational
prowess and to view the styles of well known chefs. Thousands of blogs provide an
inexhaustible source of advice.Finally, the website "VisionsGourmandes.com" will allow you to
share your experiences.Never hesitate to take notes and make sketches. This will enable you to
enhance your reflective creative flow, to think and create new presentations... You will become a
pro culinary style. > The creative processAll culinary presentations start with a creative process,
as in an artistic advertising agency. In fact, it defines the starting points by asking a number of
questions.Like any artist, the first important thing is to think of the project at hand. Of course, our
starting point is to give life to the recipe that we will serve our guests.How to translate this recipe
on the plate ?How to translate this recipe on the plate ?Is it a stew or fish, grilled meat or a dish
with sauce ?What will be the accompanying collaborative toppings ?What particular theme shall
be adopted, is it a festive meal, a romantic dinner for two, a power business lunch or simply a
family meal?What design elements should it have ?What shall be missing, to complete this
future work ?This first step determines the entire sequence of operations.A picture is worth a
thousand words…A key point: Is it quintessentially relevant to sketch a rough drawing to
formalize our creative inspiration.Without being a draftsman, a simple sketch for implantation of
the different products, prevent us from trying too hard and saves us time, on how to arrange
them at the time to design the plate.To be brief, then, we have to set the order of implementation
of all the elements involved in the composing of the plate. We must predict whether sauce



should be spread before or after putting any element, and if we have all the proper tools,
necessary for our work, and if we have all the necessary raw materials, etc.So we need to
establish a complete list of everything that is necessary to our target.Remain pragmatic !Finally,
and most importantly, think about what you are going to do, within your level of culinary skills and
the time allotted. There is no need to take unnecessary risks or enter into a too complex project,
as your guests shall be arriving shortly.Certainly, any successful presentation is the result of a
carefully thought out process ! > The principle of unityHere we shall demonstrate principles
that may seem abstract, however, they are the underlying key factors, that shall be appreciated,
when we are asked to see a presentation.Although many factors are taken into account in the
analysis of a presentation, one of the most important is the principle of unity.What concerns are
there, on the road to a great achievement?Be it, the Culinary Arts, or any other art, the absolute
principle of unity which is common to all artistic achievement, be it a painting, a photograph, or
an architectural design of a garden.Without respect for this principle, our designs and/or our
artworks will appear incomplete and not be successful.We could define this principle of unity as
the coherent combination of several essential including the aesthetics and beauty (composition,
color, volume, space, textures, support, etc.).Think balance !The overall success of the final
table and the presentation dressed depends on the equilibrium between all these
elements.Some presentations are going to possess more colors than others, or more textures or
volume, and some plates will be very simple or more complex, however once balanced, all these
considerations will merit the reward of successful plating. > The choice of styleFashion trends
change as do kitchen styles year after year, and some top chefs are forging the changes in their
style of presentations in particular directions.Fashion has its complexities forms, volume
pyramids, molecular cooking, and the act of shaking in all directions…Fashions change !These
trends have a tendency to be short lived, while on the other hand, the more formal modern
classic styles never go out of style.It is vital to keep abreast of these developments by analyzing
what is going on through specialized magazines, competitions presented on television or by
visiting the epicurean websites from all our Culinary Artist leaders on the internet. You'll be sure
to stay within the current modes.Some styles easily change depending on the trends, and some
more ancestral styles remain loyal to a dressage story and a well-established procedure. The
Japanese culinary arts, for example, maintains a more traditional style of training based on
minimalist rigor. This kitchen follows, in fact, seven methods of food arrangements (Sugimori,
Hiramori, Yamamori, Tawaramori, Yosemori, Chirashimori, and Ayamori), the use of which
depends on the ingredients and materials.With these basic provisions, culinary artist leaders
can develop their own style presentations.Keep it simple !In all cases, keep it simply simple on
the plate.Complex or overloaded plate presentations may divert attention from the
plate.Simplicity is challenging, but it guarantees success for an artistic work, with refined
sublimeness and elegance.Again, minimalism is key ! > The theme of the mealSmall dishes on
large porcelain ? Of course, since we decided to impress our guests.This theme may depend on
your present guests, however, also a choice related to your mood, your idea, your desires, or to



a specific occasion (birthday, Halloween, Valentine's Day, etc.).We may agree that for example,
a Spring seasonal meal, pastel colors predominate, the decorations from the garden...For a
theme that exudes freshness and vitality, you can utilize colors inspired by nature, and maybe
incorporate some edible flowers to our decor !And why not...We can also work on the colors or
the color theme of the dish, purely related to the color options, that we choose to select
(duotone, monochrome, black and white, etc.). > Functional and practical aspectPlease, recall
that in a beautiful presentation, nothing is separate. Each element of the composition performs a
role and contributes to the overall direction of the plating arrangement.Do not forget that taste
should prevail on aesthetics.Needlessly to mention, it is a negative factor, to overload our design
thinking, as we shall end up with the opposite effect.Remain logical...It is quintessential, to note
that the overall aesthetics of the presentation are mainly based on the specific beauty of each of
its elements, especially on the visual appearance of the main ingredient.In other words, if you
have a fish fillet with potato puree and some sautéed vegetables, firstly, pay attention to the
individual aesthetics of these 3 components before you even pay attention to the presentation at
all. Artistic reflections > The rules of composition> The space
management> Colors> Textures> Volumes> Forms> Graphics> Framing> Environment> Kick-
end eye> Recommendations As important as taste, the presentation of the food is a complex
art form.Plating-up is an essential step where you can express yourself effectively and the
results shall be in a unique and extraordinary work.When a person is not a Professional Culinary
Artist, it can appear quite challenging to engage in the production of a visually creative dish.Like
any art form, there is no right or wrong way to create, so let your instincts guide you in your
accomplishments, while applying some of these important rules which are tried and true.> Some
of the Rules of CompositionAs a Chef or home gourmet, we need to divide all elements and
ingredients of our composition and prioritize them according to their importance.Firstly, we are
going to position and select an angle of view, corresponding to the guest at his plate.Then we
must decide the precise position of each ingredient, from the most relevant to least important,
and the main attraction which will point to the garnish trims.Then one needs to associate the
decorative elements, taking into account the colors, textures and shapes.Finally, a choice in
graphics and drawings can finish this stage for reaching the final dressage of the food styled
presentation.Symmetry or asymmetry ?We also have to make a choice between symmetry and
asymmetry. This all depends on the form of the ingredients presented, the geometry of the plate,
the chosen graphic choices and the contrasts that we want to achieve on the final plating.Dare
repetition !Repetition is also an easy way to create a beautiful image. By, sub-dividing a piece of
meat for example, in three identical small parts, placed side by side, with different toppings on
each one, can add visual interest to the whole presentation.When repeating elements on a
plate, utilize an odd number (1,3,5,7 and 9) to avoid symmetry.Indeed, the rule of numbers are
used in many artistic disciplines. The objects displayed by odd numbers seem to bring optical
unity to a composition. The logic behind this rule, is that by displaying an odd number of articles,
there is always an element that appears framed by those around them, and which adds to the



harmony of the whole.Finally, we will check the consistency of the overall artwork by analyzing
more abstract data such as harmony, balance, contrast, use of space and respect for the chosen
theme. > The space managementIt is not very exciting to see all the space fully occupied by
the food. In some cases, everything will become completely mixed and does not offer a very
artistic appeal.We can therefore state a cardinal rule for balanced plating-up :The emptiness is
also important and the space occupied !To paraphrase a beautiful Asian quote : "The land that
makes up the vase is the vase, but the emptiness inside the vase represents the essence of the
vase."Graphic design agencies often refer to the "white" or "negative" space, which allows items
to exist. This white is essential to the composition and strengthens the elements of the
presentation.In other words, if the space is well managed, you will have an airy presentation and
organized distribution of elements. The eye will thus be guided along a guideline to go, one by
one to view all the elements of the tasting coming.Avoid using the entire surface of the plate !In
terms of space, also consider the leading concept and background.Everything must be visible
from the perspective of the guest at his plate. This is why the highest elements will obviously be
placed in the background so, not to impede the view of the rest of the plate.
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plate, utilize an odd number (1,3,5,7 and 9) to avoid symmetry.Indeed, the rule of numbers are
used in many artistic disciplines. The objects displayed by odd numbers seem to bring optical
unity to a composition. The logic behind this rule, is that by displaying an odd number of articles,
there is always an element that appears framed by those around them, and which adds to the
harmony of the whole.Finally, we will check the consistency of the overall artwork by analyzing
more abstract data such as harmony, balance, contrast, use of space and respect for the chosen
theme. > The space managementIt is not very exciting to see all the space fully occupied by
the food. In some cases, everything will become completely mixed and does not offer a very
artistic appeal.We can therefore state a cardinal rule for balanced plating-up :The emptiness is
also important and the space occupied !To paraphrase a beautiful Asian quote : "The land that
makes up the vase is the vase, but the emptiness inside the vase represents the essence of the
vase."Graphic design agencies often refer to the "white" or "negative" space, which allows items
to exist. This white is essential to the composition and strengthens the elements of the
presentation.In other words, if the space is well managed, you will have an airy presentation and
organized distribution of elements. The eye will thus be guided along a guideline to go, one by
one to view all the elements of the tasting coming.Avoid using the entire surface of the plate !In
terms of space, also consider the leading concept and background.Everything must be visible
from the perspective of the guest at his plate. This is why the highest elements will obviously be
placed in the background so, not to impede the view of the rest of the plate.Of course,
depending on the volume of the ingredients of your composition, you should use jumbo plates
rather than too small. The presentation will be airy.In gastronomy, large white plates are often
preferred for focus on the empty space to create bold presentations.A recent trend is to adopt a
minimalist approach to composition.Of course, pay attention to the awkward use of white space,
which can create an incomplete plate. > ColorsAll colors have meaning in our unconscious.
They inspire our sensations or states, such as yellow for warmth, red for passion, green for
nature, black for elegance.The color is the envy !For food, we also have unconscious reflexes
that associate certain colors with certain tastes. Some colors are unusual for food like blue.Not
all colors match or go together. Just as you carefully choose the harmony of colors of the clothes
you wear, you harmonize the colors you are going to present your plate.First rule, too many
colors on your choice will be associated with the theme of the carnival.Beyond 5 colors, the dish
may become garish. An elegant dish rarely exceeds 3 or 4 colors.Do not overdo the color !
Colors can be chosen because they are complementary in the chromatic scale (red, green,
yellow and purple) or because they are close, or because they confront.If your theme is spring,
the colors are rather pastel.If your theme is hot, black and red will go very well together.Around
the sea, the white will join the gray shells, to brown or green algae.Think about the theme,
associate the dish you have decided to present and note the colors that come to mind.Try
monochrome !When we talk about colors, we think to combine several, why not be creative and
imagine a monochrome presentation?While green! All in red! Why not! For us to imagine how
"disguise" all elements of our plate. What is brown may, for example, be hidden in a lettuce leaf



or grass under a cloud. All accompaniments and decorative elements can be broken down into a
variety of greens.It also has the full range of shades of one color from light to dark to express our
creativity. A monochrome of this type can settle on a plate of different color, or even transparent,
and it is better to opt for a neutral base (black or white).Dare to be original !And a composition in
black and white ? Not easy to find dishes that are suitable. But cuttlefish ink, black sauce, white
plate, black and white decor. Is varied textures, volumes, and there is a very original
presentation.We can also imagine a plate duotone (2 colors, regardless of the color of the plate),
where the two colors represent an equal volume. Otherwise, we can choose to use a
predominant color with a simple touch of the second to arouse curiosity.Create surprise !Create
surprise by using some fruits or vegetables in their version of "unusual color", for example, using
green tomatoes, or yellow raspberries or blood oranges. You will add originality to your
training.The colors should be intense. Some vegetables lose their color very quickly when
overcooked.The next step is to imagine sauces, decorative elements (solid, liquid, dusty, salty,
and sweet) to the desired colors.We will discuss this later. > TexturesPeople recognize different
textures by sight and touch. The texture of an ingredient also proves to be of great importance
for the taste buds.This visual texture becomes a mouth feel and brings a whole new dimension
to the appreciation of the tasting to come.The colors add, compliment and harmonize textures
and are crucial elements of food presentations, because they add to the attractiveness and
visual enchantment of your plate.First of visual perception !Texture is the visual or tactile
sensation of an edible food element. In each composition, the surfaces have different
characteristics and appearances. The viewer perceives these differences, and reacts to the
color schemes.This is easily distinguished by looking at a piece of fabric, for example, in the
case of denim, velvet, silk, and/or cotton.Similarly, looking at a beautifully presented plate, you
can literally "feel" the different textures of each ingredients or element and therefore appreciate
or reject it .This visible or tactile texture is evaluated from the initial visual perceptions.Playing
with textures significantly increases the visual appeal of your presentations.By varying the
textures on the same serving ware, the culinary artists have an additional way to showcase their
presentations to the diners.Play opposition !Textures provide us with a wide range of qualities:
coarse, rough, dense, dry, fresh, crunchy, gritty, heavy, wet, smooth, uniform, viscous,
etcetera.By collocating and arranging opposing textures, firm and soft, crisp and tender, crispy
and soft, solid and fluffy, we play again, with a palette of sensations and visual effects.For
example, complete success with a caramel crisp texture and a smooth and creamy cushion
base. Similarly, a creamy ganache based on a nougatine base will increase the pleasure of the
dessert.All these oppositions add contrast and bring extra sensations to achieve a more elegant
and refined finesse of the final dish.Work your textures !Everyone knows that crispy skin is the
most valued part of a roast chicken, so you do not have to bury it under a pile of salad.If you
spend time to prepare a grilled filet of steak, do not over char the meat.If you gently toast nuts for
a banana cake, present the almonds and the bananas in slices instead, so that your guests can
see hidden treasures.If you put fried onions and crispy bacon in a salad, avoid hiding these



ingredients under the greens, and sprinkle a few on top of your presentation.Take the time to
sear the exteriors of meat, fish or vegetables, to give them a nice appetizing texture.When,
associating colors, textures and above all, they need to evoke aromas and flavors. So pay
attention to free the taste aspect prior to the dressage of the plate. > VolumesWe have already
talked briefly about the management of space on a plate; however, I would like to add that, the
space is also designed in three dimensions. Here, I am going to discuss the concept of
volume.By giving height to certain ingredients in our compositions, we provide an extra
dimension to food styled presentations. Additionally, placing these ingredients next to a flat
element, by contrast, they will seem even higher.Keep an ethereal style, minimalistic and light !
However, do please note that it is not to create a heaviness or instability of equilibrium and
balance.Please do be careful, not to give the impression, "of a house of cards", that could
collapse as in an explosion, in the first mouthful".If you layer multiple items, they will maintain
their position, as long as possible, even by using some tricks such as tooth picks or tiny
skewers.For example, an often forgotten presentation is a mixed salad.To change the
presentation style of a picnic salad, we have used, a pastry circle and henceforth have
transformed an ordinary salad presentation in original form, with height.We also have paid
attention to the height of some of the elements, so that they should not hide the staging of our
plate presentations.These ingredients are therefore, positioned in the background.In terms of
land use, please do not hesitate, to subdivide the elements that seem too large.To summarize,
giving volume to your composition, denotes that it shall take height. > Forms and shapesWe
have discussed the variety and contrast on colors and textures.There are also numerous
nuances on the variety and contrast in shapes.A triangle verses circular or spherical !Just
imagine a square plate for a dish with rounded shapes, and circular spherical ingredients.
Another format could be, for example, a flat lozenge shaped porcelain with field greens on a fish
cube, etcetera.Everything is permissible in food styling, depending on your individual creativity
and tastes, and take note, please do not be a conformist !Once again, moderation is required.
Please do not multiply forms for the simple sake of pleasure, moreover, as an addition of
character to the composition.One can also consider carving, which is usually in a compact
mass. Instead, present your mashed dumplings or rice molded domes, or red meat into slices or
cubes...Over a thousand ways to prepare, use and plate vegetables !Vegetables can be sliced in
over a million styles, and/or cut or carved in totally different shapes, simple and/or sophisticated
forms.The acute angle cut, always catches the eye. In contrast, rounded sliced vegetables
present more of an elegance and grace.You can use a mandolin to slice some round vegetables
(beets for example) into thin slices so that you can see the plate, or some long vegetables
(zucchini, carrots) into ribboned streams or strips to present in a flat or looped format. > The
graphicsNow that we have positioned our imagined elements on the plate, with their color,
shape, texture, and volume, one can begin to think of how to polish the work by purely graphic
details.We can create lines, dots, designs, patterns, contours, flat areas or other decorative
forms that include: the drizzling of liquids or using solids, powders or dusting or by sprinkling



seeds.All these graphic details enhance the presentation! A few drops of vinegar, or a caramel
sauce on a filet, prevents the monotony on your dish and at the same time they will enhance in
taste.The ingredients that are more decorative or visually aesthetic, are going to create a road
manager that leads the eyes from one element to the other, and henceforth, complete the overall
aesthetics. > The frameworkAs if one is creating a beautiful picture or canvas, your presentation
is part of a frame. It is the serving ware which supports and frames at the same time. Your choice
is obviously crucial in order to highlight your presentation.We will look at, what different media
can be used, and how to use these forms of serving ware to develop and innovate the best food
styled presentations. > The environmentA lovely food styled plate has to go hand in hand with a
beautiful table. We will not discuss the art of the table here due to the fact that so many books
exist on the subject.Please do not forget that your meal is part of a whole aesthetic, and that
everything needs to be coordinated.The setting must be harmonious !You should always ensure
that harmony makes your special feasts a visual feast!A nice plate setting needs a framework in
line. It requires a story. For this reason, a beautiful table remains your best ambassador of good
taste and elegance, and presentations that appear and activate tastier cuisine ! It is indicative of
a profound degree of caring attention to the meal that is going be served.The food styled plate
setting tells a story to the guests !The table layout is essential. Crockery, cutlery, glasses,
tablecloths, napkins and decorative items should definitely be color coordinated, blended and
matched.Please ask yourself, if each item that has been added, brings a positive or negative in
the overall construction. > Kick-end eyeWhen writing a letter or a business email, it always
verifies every detail however, also confirms the consistency on the subject matter.In analyzing all
of the points raised above, we need to ask all the necessary questions to check that the base of
our presentations are harmonious, balanced, and consistent with the theme that shall provide
contrasts, excites curiosity and creates an adventure for the palate with profound visual
interest.All of these conditions need to be met, in order to stimulate your guests in becoming
literally speechless.The quintessential is the sharpness of the visual aspects, the refined finesse
and the beauty of your final achievement.If at this moment, whilst, looking at your creation, you
feel a sense of calmness, serenity, balance and peace, you have ranked highly in your
endeavors.After this point, your guests will finally taste the food styled completed plate with their
eyes, and then, the silence shall reign around the table and the home gourmet or Executive Chef
will have achieved their first goal!The final step is the fulfillment of enjoying your work !
> RecommendationsTo be human, is to err. With this in mind, errors are often frequently
numerous, however, you shall learn from these experiences, and not repeat them by applying a
few simple recommendations.Whether, it is the main element of your dish (meat or fish) or an
accompaniment, please, remember to drain each of the ingredients before placing them on the
dish, for example, to insure that the sauces or gravies do not drip on the plate. Nothing is more
annoying than having to wipe sauce stain when you only have a few seconds before the delivery
of the dish to the table !Secondly, start by having the largest, heaviest and most impressive
elements placed as the bed of the plate, and then finish with the details while dressing the



elements that cool faster and must be served hot.Don't overload the plate with excessive
ingredients !Overloading your plate, is wasteful and the guests will be unable to eat all of the
contents. This also goes for decorations. You must be careful not to complicate the
presentation.To turn to, the next point, please, do not copy fashion 90s that involve sprinkling all
with chopped parsley. By keeping up with the current XXI trends of the world's top culinary artists
adn leaders, will inspire new outlooks on food styling dressage.Knowing when to stop is as
important as starting !An extremely relevant recommendation is, the presentation must not
endanger either the taste or the temperature and/or the quintessential tasting.Furthermore,
please avoid moving the ingredients once they are on the plate, otherwise you risk causing a
mess.A watchful eye on the cleanliness !At the end, please wipe with a clean cloth potential
failures, for example, splashing, to achieve the most beautiful artistic possible results.The
cleanliness and neatness of your plate should become a religion.Additionally, some smart
advice, is that you can prepare a small bowl of white vinegar and a clean towel to clean the
edges of your plates. Nothing is more deplorable than fingerprints or wiping traces. Not
appetizing!Finally, you can serve the plate.   
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